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The present invention relates to new and use 
ful improvements in artificial limbs and more 
particularly to an artificial hand and wrist. 
An important object of the invention is to 

provide an artificial limb of this character that 
has a natural appearance and which yields to 
the grip of others to provide the effect of a nor 
mal hand. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

means controlled by the movement of the arm 
of a person to open and close the fingers of the 
artificial hand. 
An additional object is to provide a universal 

movement for the wrist portion of the artificial 
limb. 
A still further object is to provide an arti 

ficial hand and wrist including a rigid skeleton 
frame for the hand encased in resilient mate 
rial such as rubber or the like which will yield 
to the touch and also providing means for nor 
mally maintaining the artificial hand in an ex 
tended position and operable to close the fin 
gers by a predetermined movement of the arm 
to which the artificial hand is attached. 
Another object is to provide a device of this 

character of simple and practical construction, 
which is neat and attractive in appearance, rela 
tively inexpensive to manufacture and otherwise 
well adapted for the purposes for which the 
Same is intended. 
Other objects and advantages reside in the de 

tails of construction and operation as more fully 
hereinafter described and claimed, reference be 
ing had to the accompanying drawings forming 
part hereof, wherein like numerals refer to like 
parts throughout, and in which: 

Figure 1 is a front elevational view of the ar 
tificial limb and showing the harness attached 
in position to the arm of a person. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged sectional view of the 
hand and wrist of the artificial limb. 

Figure 3 is a sectional view taken on a line 
3-3 of Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a group perspective view of one 
of the finger joints. 

Figure 5 is an elevational view of the outer 
joint of one of the fingers and showing the ar 
tificial finger nail in position thereon. 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of the artificial 
finger nail removed from the finger, and 

Figures 7, 8 and 9 are transverse sectional 
views taken respectively on lines 7-7,8-8 and 
9-9 of Figure 2. 
Referring now to the drawings in detail where 

5 Claims. (C. 3-2) 
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in for the purpose of illustration I have dis- 55 

the numeral 5 designates a rigid skeleton frame 
for an artificial hand and which is preferably 
constructed of light weight metal, the side edges 
of the frame being curved inwardly as shown 
at 6 to provide a desired thickness therefor. The 
frame 5 is enclosed in a covaring of molded ma 
terial 7, Such as flexible rubber or other Suit 
able material having comparatively little poros 
ity, the covering being shaped into the form of 
an artificial hand to include the fingers 8 and 
thumb 9. 

Each of the fingers 8 and thumb 9 is provided 
With a reinforcing core designated generally at 

embedded therein, the cores for the several 
fingerS being of identical construction and a,c- 
COrdingly a detailed explanation of one will suf 
fice for all. Each of the cores includes inner and 
Outer phalanges and 2 and an intermediate 
phalange 3 representing the several phalanges 
of the finger. The inner phalange is formed 
with eyes 4 and 5 and at its ends, the eye f4 
being aligned with an eye f6, the latter being 
formed With a bifurcated extension welded or 
otherwise Suitably secured to an edge of the 
frame 5. The aligned eyes 4 and 6 are piv 
oted to each other by means of a pin 8. The 
eye 4 is formed with a rearwardly extending. 
stop 9 engaging a stop 20 on the eye 6 to pre 
vent backward pivotal movement of the finger 
at the inner or knucklephalange . 
The intermediate phalange 3 is likewise formed 

at its ends with eyes 2 and 22, the eye 22 being 
aligned with the eye 5 and pivoted thereto by 
a pin. 23. The eye 22:is likewise formed with a 
stop 24 and the eye 5 is also formed with a stop 
25 cooperating to prevent backward pivotal moves 
ment of the phalange 3. 
The inner end of the phalange 2 is formed 

with an eye 26 aligned with the eye 2 of the 
intermediate phalange 3 and pivoted thereto 
With a pin 27 and the eyes 2i and 26 are also 
formed with stops 27' and 28. 
The frame 5 adjacent each knuckle phalange 

is provided With a pin 29 and laterally projecting 
pins 30 are also provided adjacent each end of 
the phalanges and 3 and at the inner end 
of the phalange 2, the pins having coil springs 
3. attached thereto for connecting the several 
phalanges to each other at their pivoted ends and 
for connecting the inner phalange to the 
frame, the Springs being arranged to maintain. 
the cores in an extended position and to thus 
Straighten the fingers 8. 
The core for the thumb 9 is similarly con-: 
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structed except that only two phalanges are pro 
vided for the thumb, namely the inner phalange 
32 and the outer phalange 33, otherwise the con 
struction of the core for the thumb is similar to 
that provided for the fingers as heretofore de 
Scribed. 
The front edge of each of the phalanges for 

the fingers and thumb is provided with guides 34 
through which a flexible wire 35 is slidably re 
ceived, such as: piano wire, the end of the wire. 
being attached in any suitable manner to a lug 
36 adjacent the outer ends of the outer pha 
langes 2. 

Surface of the frame 5 and all of the Wires ex 
tend through a guide tube 38 secured to the frame. 
5 and extending OutWardly through the wrist p01'-. 
tion 39 of the hand on the inside of the Wrist as 
shown in Figure 1. 
The wires 35 then extend rearwardly through 

a guide. 48 carried by a forearmstrap or harness 
4d. and the rear ends of the wires are then at 
tached to a plate 42 carried by a strap or harneSS 
43:secured to the upper arm of a person. The 
coil springs is are interposed in the Several Wires 
adjacent their inner ends. 
The resilient wrist portion 39 is of tubular con 

struction and telescopes over a rigid socket 45 in 
which the stump of the forearm is received and 
secured in position by the harness 4. 
The outer end of the Socket 45 is formed with 

a bracket 6 having a pair of aligned eyes.47 and 
in Which the Smooth, ended pins or bolts 48 are 
threaded, the inner ends of the pins having the 
opposite edges of a plate 49 pivotally attached 
thereto. The plate. 49 is provided With a pin Cr 
rivet 56, extending therethrough at right angles 
to the pins 43 and on the ends of which a yoke. 
5 f is pivotally mounted, the yoke projecting rear 
wardly from the inner edge of the frame 5. The 
pins 48 and 5) thus provide a universal connec 
tion at the wrist portion 39 of the artificial limb 
to thius enable novement of the hand from Side 
to side or for Wardly and rear Wardly, 

Coil springs 52 extend longitudinally into wrist 
portion 39 and connect the inner ends of the 
frame 5 at the front, rear and side portions there 
of to corresponding portions of the socket 45, the 
Springs exerting their influence on the hand to 
normally maintain the same in an extended posi 
tion at the Outer end of the Socket 45. 
Each finger and thumb is provided With an 

artificial fingernail. 53 formed with a flange 54 
at its edges for removable insertion in recesses' 
55 at the tips of the fingers and thumb, the nails : 
being colored to simulate natural finger nails. 
The finger nails are renovable for cleaning, when 
desired. 
In the operation of the device, with the Wrist 

39 attached to the socket 45 as indicated and the 
socket secured to the Stump of a forearm as: 
shown in Figure 3 the fiexible covering: T for thie 
hand and Wrist will enable...the Springs 3 at the 
several phalanges of the fingers and thumb to 
maintain the fingers and thumb in an extended 
position when the arm of the person is bent at. 
the: elbow. However, upon straightening of the 
arm at the elbow a pulling action will be in 
parted to the wires 35 leading to the outer:pha 
langes of the fingers and thumb thereby causing 
the fingers and thumb to close: in Wardly against 
the palm of the hand as shown in Figure of the 
drawings and the fingers and thumb may then 
be used to grip an object to be carried by the 
artificial hand. . - . . . . . . . . . . 

The wires 35 for the Several fingers' 
extend to guides 37 suitably secured to the front. 
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4. 
The universal joint at the wrist of the artificial 

limb will enable the hand to flex from side to 
Side or forwardly and backwardly when the hand 
is Subjected to lateral pressure. - 
In view of the foregoing description taken in 

conjunction with the accompanying drawings it: 
is believed that a clear understanding of the de 
Vice will be quite apparent to those skilled in this 
art. A. more detailed description is accordingly 
deemed unnecessary. 

It is to be understood, however, that even 
though there is herein shown and described a 
preferred embodiment of the invention the same 
is susceptible to certain changes fully compre 
hended by the spirit of the invention as herein 
described and the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. An artificial hand comprising a hand portion 

and a Wrist portion, said hand portion including a 
rigid skeleton frame and said wrist portion 
including a rigid socket for receiving the stump 
of a forearm, a covering of yieldable naterial 
enclosing said frame and socket, a universal 
Spring biased connection bstween the frame and 
the Socket normally supporting the hand in an 
extended position, said hand also including bend. 
able fingers which are solid except for relatively 
Small irregularly shaped bores therein, jointed 
cores for the bores in said fingers, and flexible 
means extending rearwardly from the outer ends 
of the cores and connected to a person's arm 
above the elbow and operable to close and to: 
Open the finge's upon a flexing of the ai'im at the 
clbow. 

2. An artificial hand comprising a hand portion 
and a wrist portion, said hand portion including 
a rigid skeleton frame and said wrist portion 
including a rigid socket for receiving the stump 
of a forearm, a covering of yieldable material 
enclosing Said frame and socket, a universal 
Spring biased connection betwen the frame and 
the Socket normally supporting the hand in an 
extended position, said hand also including bend 
able fingers which are solid except for relatively 
Small irregularly shaped bores therein, jointed 
cores for the bores in said fingers, means pivotally 
connecting the inner ends of the cores to the 
frame, and flexible means extending rearwardly 
from the Outer ends of the cores and connected to 
a perSon's arm above the elbow and operable to 
close and to open the fingers upon a flexing of. 
the arm at the elbow. 

3. In an artificial limb wrist and hand portions, 
said wrist portion including a rigid socket and 
Said hand portion including. a rigid skeleton. 
frame, a bracket at the outer end of said...socket 
having. Spaced apart aligned eyes, a pivot cone. 
necting the plate to the eyes at its opposite.side: 
edges, a yoke extending inwardly, from the skele 
ton frame of the hand portion and straddling the: 
plate, and a pivot connecting the yoke to the 
plate, said first and last named pivots, being at. 
right angles to each other. 

4. In an artificial limb Wrist and handportions, 
said Wrist portion including a rigid socket and 
said hand portion including a rigid skeleton. 
frame, a bracket, at the outer end of said socket. 
having Spaced apart aligned eyes, a pivot con 
necting the plate to the eyes. at its opposite. Side 
edges, a yoke extending in Wardly from the skele 
ton frame of the hand portion, and straddling. 
the plate, and a pivot connecting the yoke to the 
plate, Said first and last...named pivots...being at 

5:right angles to each other, coil springs connecting. 
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the socket to the frame and extending longi 
tudinally of the wrist at the front, rear and sides 
thereof, a covering of yieldable material for Said 
socket and wrist portion, and a covering for Said 
hand portion integral with the first mentioned 
COWering. 

5. In an artificial hand, fingers of a flexible 
material and solid except for a relatively Small 
bore therein to house actuating means therefor, 
and fingernails having raised central portions and 
flanges on rear and side edges, said fingers having 
recesses for removably receiving said flangeS. 

WILLIAM G. FARRAR, JR. 
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